LATICRETE SUPERCAP had the opportunity to demonstrate to Foushee and Associates (one of Seattle’s leading general contractors) the amazing power of our state-of-the-art system. The project was challenging, as floor tolerance specification for the 14,000 s/f showroom was stringent. Time was of the essence, as well; we were asked to help engineer a solution. The floor was surveyed to determine the exact quantity of material necessary to achieve the ceramic tile specification of (1/8” in 10’). In just two days, the substrate was cleaned, set to grade with level pegs, primer applied, and poured, with an average of 3/4” of LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® Regular.

The first day was spent surveying, setting elevation pins and priming. The second day we poured. Just seven days later, with an average FF of 71, the tile installation started!